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ABSTRACT 

. 
----···-· ·--------

Concentrating or reflecting structures for solar energy systems· inust be ,.. · · 
evaluated as to their structural integrity and optical performance: Computer· 
studies can be used as an integral part of these evaluations~ The computer···· -
studies make use of finite element structural codes coupled with post
processors that calculate optical data. If the analysis of a solar structure 
is to be carried out in an efficient manner, these computer codes must have -· 
certain capabilities. · 

A number of solar energy projects at Sandia National Laboratorie-s have 
made extensive use of finite element analyses. The analyses have been useful· 
in evaluating design concepts which hold promise for large scale use in solar 
energy projects. Analysis procedures have been developed for some structures 
so that evaluations can be carried out in a straightforward manner:- . - . -

INTRODUCTION 

Solar energy systems may involve a variety of structures for ·concen
trating or reflecting sunlight. Examples of such structures are paraboli"c 
dishes, parabolic line concentrators, and heliostats. Computer studies are 
made of these structures in order to determine such things as stresses- in 
severe wind load conditions, natural frequencies and mode shapes, and optical-
performance. These computer studies involve the construction of finite .. _ ·· -
element models to determine the structural and optical behavior of propo-sed· 
designs. The finite element codes used for the studies must have certain 
capabilities if the analyses are to be carried out in an effic{ent manner:·--· 
Some of thegP. r.apabilities become evident when one examines characteristics 
possessed by concentrating and reflecting structures. This paper will 
discuss some of the capabilities in a finite element code which are partic-
ularly useful for analyzing certain solar structures. _ . 

This paper will also discuss post-processors for finite element codes 
which are used to calculate optical data. The usual output from structurai· 
codes (stresses and displacements) is not sufficient to evaluate optical . -
performance. Geometric and displacement data must be combined in post
processors in order to calculate optical quantities of interest. For 
parabolic concentrators, the quantity of interest is the equivalent slope 
error; for heliostats, the quantity of interest is deflection of surface 
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normals of reflecting 8'urfaces •. These optical post:-processors' _like 'the --- . 
structural codes, must possess certain capabilities if. the analysis h. to. be. 
done efficiently. ..... . ........ ___ ····-· _ ··-··- _____ -·------·. _ ........ . 

Finally, this paper will discuss two studies.of concentrating and...... -----~··· 
reflecting structures which have been fielded at Sandia.· National Labora':"" ...... , 
tories. In the course of these studies, analysis procedures were developed .. 
for the straightforward evaluation of design concepts ...... -··-- ____ <--. . ... ~--

FIN! TE ELEMENT CODES AND SOLAR STRUCTURE$ . 

Concentrating and reflecting structures are typically space frame struc
tures which support some type of reflecting surface. The reflecting surface 
may have substantial stiffness in itself or it may rely on the supporting 
structure to impart stiffness to it. Solar structures are usually built up 
of a number of rather simple components, some of which may be identical. 
Heliostats, for example, typically have several reflecting surfaces, all with 
the same dimensions and construction. Most (but not all) concentrating and 
reflecting structures do some type of tracking. Line concentrators rotate 
about a single axis; point concentrators rotate about two axes. These 
characteristics make certain features in a finite element code particularly 
useful for modeling and analysis. 

' Since solar structures are built up from a number of components, it is 
usually desirable to construct and check the finite element model in a piece
wise fashion. If a component is basically a beam, for example, it is desir
able to be able to develop a model solely of the component, check it against 
beam theory results, and then incorporate it into the complete model. This 
piecewise construction and verification requires flexibility in nodal number
ing. The limitation of sequential numbering, for example, would make piece
wise construction difficult. When building models from basic components, it 
may also be desirable to establish a convenient coordinate system for each 
component. A convenient coordinate system can be described as one which 
permits easy grid point coordinate definition or the straightforward appli
cation of loads or constraints. A finite element code to be used for the 
analysis of solar structures should have, therefore, flexibility in the defi
nition of coordinate systems. This flexibility is also important when one 
considers the tracking aspect of solar structures. In the analysis process, 
it may be necessary to consider different angular positions of the reflecting 
surfaces. This may require the rotation of several components in unison. It 
is quite easy to generate a situation where several coordinate systems refer
ence a coordinate system which rotates with respect to some global system or 
some component. 

The fact that a number of components which make up a solar structure may 
be identical indicates that substructuring can be a useful analysis tool. 
Subst+ucturing can be particularly useful for heliostats or parabolic 
dishes. As indicated earlier, heliostats usually have a number of identical 
reflecting su~faces (usually referred to as mirror modules). A model can be 
constructed of a single module, and a substructure can be defined by the 
attachment points for the module. The substructure can then be used to 
define other modules. Parabolic dishes often have a number of identical 
"petals" arranged around a central point. These petals can be handled in the· 
same manner as heliostat mirror modules. Substructuring gives the analyst 
the opportunity to create detailed models of the reflecting surface of helio
stats or parabolic dishes without producing excessively large models in terms 
of the total number of nodes in the residual structure. Experience has shown 
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that, in most analyse'&; detailed modeti 'are- neede&· of.- solar- structures.- ·
Details are needed· either to captura structural behavior which is important- -
for evaluating optical performance- or·- to~ examine .. stress--concentrations-. The
examination of stress- concentrations- is particularly-- important in the analy--
sis of parabolic line concentrators using· glass- as- a reflective- surface. The----
re-flective. surface· is a shell structure supported- at- a- discrete number of 
points·- The- support points generate- stress concentrations·,· which can be-
particularly worrisome since- glass-is- restricted-to-low stresses (on the-
order of several thousand psi). Substructuring-offer~ a means to work with-
detailed models of solar structures and still maintain computationally tract- · 
able problems. It is one of the most important computational tools for the 
efficient analysis of concentrating and reflecting structures. 

Large ('detailed) models also make several other code capabilities impor
tant if the analysis is to be done efficiently. The construction of a large 
mesh makes some type of mesh generation capabilities mandatory. Mesh gener
ators produce significant time savings during model creation. The use of 
mesh generators usually means some type of a resequencer is needed. Piece
wise construction of large models, such as that discussed in a preceding 
section, can also lead to situations where a resequencer is needed. Thus, 
the construction of large models of solar structures requires mesh generation 
and resequencing capabilities. A detailed model may also require the use of 
a combination of one-, two-, and three-dimensional elements. The analyst 
should have, therefore, access to a large element library. Finally, large 
models require a code that is written to handle large problems and to handle 
them efficiently. 

One last desirable feature of a code to be used for the analysis of solar 
structures involves the fact that these structures are evaluated, in part, on 
the basis of their optical performance. The optical quantities are calcu
lated from geometry and displacement data generated by the code. The analyst 
must have easy access to this data in order to interface the finite element 
code with optical post-processors. Some of the characteristics of these 
optical post-processors which are important to carrying out the optical 
evaluation in a straightforward manner are discussed in the following section. 

OPTICAL POST-PROCESSORS AND SOLAR STRUCTURES 

For solar tracking structures, reflecting surfaces must follow a certain 
path throughout the day in order to.direct sunlight to a target point. An 
"ideal" tracking structure--a perfectly rigid structure with no errors in the 
tracking mechanism--would be able to direct incident radiation to an exact 
target point throughout the day. An ideal parabolic structure, for example, 
would reflect all incident radiation through the focal point of the parabola 
as it tracked the sun. Real tracking structures, because of elastic deflec
tions and tracking mechanism errors, do not always reflect incident radiation 
to the intended target point; incident radiation can miss the intended 
target. Finite element analyses enable the analyst to calculate the "miss 
distance" due to the elastic deformation of tracking structures arising from 
wind or gravity loads. 

For parabolic structures, the intended target for incident radiation, as 
previously indicated, is the focal point: The miss distance '1> from this 
target for radiation incident at a point x1, Yl (Figure 1) is 

~ = {2az- [uxxl + uy (f -·y1)]/R1
2

}R1 (1) 
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Fig. 1. Notation for equivalent slope error calculations 
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The point Xl, Y1 undergoes defl~·~ti~rl-~- :~X-~-and ... U -~~:rtl;} __ rotat_io_u_ Sz-J .. nu~------i 
the cross-sectional plane. The quantity_ .f_.is ... the. _focal length.._oLthe_ ·--; 
parabola, and R1 is defined as.---·- .. -.--L -·• 

[ 
2 . ]~ ·-------i 

R1 = xi +. Cf. ~ ;~-)~ ·-.. =-~==-· _(l)_ __ : 
----·-·- -~-- ... ~--·- --~----·---- .. -· -- _, 

which is the distance from x1,. Yl to. the .. focaL point .• ___ The quantity. _______ _; 
~/R1 is defined ·as the equivalent slope .error..._ The. opticaL performance .; 
of the parabolic line concentrator. is deemed. acceptable. if the... equivalent---- -j 
slope errors for points defining the reflective surface do not exceed some-..... ; 
maximum value. If slope errors at some points do exceed the upper limit, the--- :, 
structure is stiffened to insure its optical performance will be acceptable ..... 

To do slope error calculations, one must have access to nodal informa~. _ 
tion--both the location and deformation of all node points on reflective sur
faces. Once this nodal data is transformed to a convenient coordinate--. 
system, slope error calculations are simply made by substituting. int~ 
algebraic equations 1 and 2. 

For heliostats,· the miss distance 8h depends on the angular deflection of 
the surface normal of a reflecting surface from some "ideal" position for the· 
incident radiation to strike an intended target point. The miss distance is 

8h = 2a d , (3) 

where a is the angular deflection of the surface normal from its ideal posi
tion and d is the distance from the reflecting surface to the target point •. 
When one considers the distances which would occur at a several megawatt. 
solar-electric facility using a central receiver, angular deflections of sur
face normals of several milliradians become significant. 

To calculate deflections of surface normals, one must have geometric. 
information about the undeformed heliostat configuration and displacement 
data. Geometric data gives the ideal positions of surface normals. Dis
placement data gives the positions of surface normals for the structure sub
jected to loads. Angular deflections are obtained by comparing undeformed · 
and deformed positions for surface normals. 

The user must be able to specify which nodes define a reflecting surface 
for the surface normal calculations. For a stiff mirror module, for example,. .. 
the user might simply use one surface normal to characterize the module. In 
this casiO', thP. i.nformation at the module attachment points could be used for 
calculating surface normal information. For flexible modules, the analyst 
might want to calculate surface normals at several points spread over the 
mirror in order to characterize its behavior. 

The user must also be able to manipulate the surface normal data in a 
variety of ways if the optical post-processor is to be a useful tool. This .. 
necessity for manipulation arises from two considerations. First, the 
analyst is usually concerniO'rl Rhnnt evaluation of the heliostat at several 
elevation positions (elevation refers to rotation about a horizontal axis). 
Second, thP. heliostat is aligned at some particular elevation angle. This 
means there is one elevation angle where gravity effects are compensated 
for. To do a thorough analysis, therefore, the user must be able to build up 
a data base of surface normal data and reference any of this information to·· 
the alignment configuration. Two procedures which are required for an 
optical post-processor for heliostats are storage and referencing of surface 
normal data. Other convenient procedures for data base manipulation are 
purging, retrieval, and interpolation of data. 



ANALYSIS STRATEGIES FOR SOME SOLAR_ STRUCTURE~---------------- ·• . 
... .. ,.. . 

Sandia National Laboratories h-;~_-b;~n. involvecLin._ the...te.srlng_,_ ev-;:!ua--=-=~ 
tion, and design of a variety of solar. tracking___ structures...__ Soma. of. these · 
solar energy projects have made. extensive .. use_of..the. fin.ite. element .. method- t0---2 · 
evaluate proposed design concepts or. prototype hardware._.____ __ . ·-- -- ...... 

One of these projects has involved. the .. evaluation. of design concepts. for_ ___ ~ 
parabolic line concentrators.__ There has been.. an interest... in developing.-------~ 
designs for parabolic troughs which are inexpensive... to. produce,_ have... a high---· 
efficiency, and experience little environmental. degradation.. One concept. 
proposed to meet these criteria was an aluminum honeycomb structure with a 
silvered glass reflecting surface. The aluminum honeycomb would form the 
parabolic trough and provide a stiff, lightweight support for the glass. The. 
glass would provide a highly reflective surface subject to little environ
mental degradation over a long period. After some initial studies to deter~ 
mine an optimum configuration for the aluminum honeycomb and skin thickness, 
finite element models were created to determine a workable length for the 
trough. These models were critical in getting a detailed picture of-the 
stress concentrations arising in the glass over the support points of the 
trough. A configuration for the trough was found which had low enough 
stresses at the survival wind load and acceptable optical performance. An 
actual trough was built based on the results of the finite element studies, 
and it became known as the Engineering Prototype Trough (EPT) at Sandia. 
Tests on this trough indicated it had an efficiency of up to 70% at a working 
fluid output temperature of 120°C (248°F) (1), a figure much higher than some
earlier troughs. The EPT has survived some-rather strong winds without 
damage to the glass. It has shown the feasibility and desirability of using 
glass reflecting surfaces for parabolic line concentrators. 

Three other design concepts are presently being evaluated. One involves 
a stamped sheet metal structure which forms the parabolic trough-. Silvered 
glass is bonded to the sheet metal. Another uses sheet molding compound 
(SMC) to form the trough. Plans are to have the silvered glass molded in 
place for this design. A third design uses a glass laminate which forms the 
parabolic structure and is supported by a space frame. Finite element models 
have been constructed for these three designs so that stresses and optical 
performance can be examined. An example of the mesh for the SMC trough is 
shown in Figure 2. Substructuring is being heavily relied upon to create 
detailed models which are computationally tractable. For the SMC trough, 
ribs and sections of the reflecting surface of the trough are used to define 
substructures. The repeated substructures are shown only in outline form in 
Figure 2. (Figure 2 shows only one half of a parabolic trough, i.e., a 
section from the vertex to one edge.) MSC/NASTRAN (2) is being used for the 
finite element modeling due in large part to its highly automated sub
structuring capabilities. A code has been written which will interface with 
MSC/NASTRAN to give slope error results. 

Another project which has made extensive use of finite element analyses 
has been the evaluation of two prototype heliostat designs. Both prototypes 
were designed within the framework of a single pedestal concept--a mirror 
array supported by a single pedestal with a drive unit resting on top of the 
pedestal. Finite element models for the two heliostats are shown in Figures 
3 and 4. Substructuring techniques were used for these two models, and not 
all of the repeated substructures are shown. Each structure has twelve 
mirror modules and is symmetric (or nearly symmetric) about a vertical plane 
passing through the pedestal. MSC/NASTRAN was also used for this project. 
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Fig. 3. Finite element mesh for heliostat - design 1 

This picture shows only the elements which define 
primary substructures. The heliostat has a total of 
four support beams attached to an elevation tube. 
(The elevation tube is a series of beam elements which 
r est on the pedestal.) Only the lower portion of two 
of the support beams are shown. The other portions of 
the support beams are modeled by repeated substructures 
defined by the attachment points to the mirror modules. 
Each pair of support beams--there is one pair on each 
side of the pedestal--supports six mirror modules. 
The primary cubstructure for t-.hP. mirror modules is 
the panel in the lower left-hand corner of the picture. 
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Fig. 4. Finite element mesh for heliostat - design 2 

This picture shows only the elements which define 
primary substructures. The heliostat has a total of 
four support trusses attached to an elevation bube. 
(The elevation tube is a series of beam elements which 
rest on the pedestal.) Only two of the support 
trusses are shown. The two other trusses are modP.led 
as mirror image substructures on the other side of 
the pedestal. Each pair of trusses supports si~ 
mirror modules. The primary substructure for the mirror 
module is the panel in the upper left-hand corner 
of the picture. 
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Once the finite element" modeis-were:- c'ompTet'e-d;-ihey wereverified_w.ith-· ----
experimental testing. One modef predicted displace~ent~. w{thi~ -seven. p_er~~n~.~ ~-- .·: 
of measured results, and another model predicted displacements wit:hin. ten _____ ·-···--·· 
percent of measured results. These errors, which __ can _be con~idere~ small'· ____ ·_; 
were probably due in large part to inaccuracies in_ modeling_ c:onnections ___ .. 
between components. The stiffness of individual components was probably ..... 
captured quite accurately because of the detail. use4 in the models~- Once 
model verification was complete, analyses were made.to determine stresses in 
severe wind load cases and surface normal. deflec~ion~_~o~ win4 and gravity·
loads. For each model, a data base of surface normal data was constructed 
for various elevation positions. The surface normal data, after a referenc
ing procedure, was further processed by use of a code called HELlOS (3). 
HELlOS uses certain data about heliostats--mirror configuration, curvature, 
reflectivity, etc.--and predicts the shape of the reflected image on a tar
get. HELlOS was modified to ·accept surface normal deflection data produced 
from the finite element calculations. The HELlOS results were most useful 
since they were in the form of plots of flux density.contours at the target. 
These contours provide a visual indication of the net effect of the surface 
normal deflections for a multi-mirror heliostat. These contours are, on the 
whole, more useful for evaluating heliostat performance than individual 
angular deflections for the various mirror modules. Some experimental. 
measurements of flux density contours indicated the computer predictions .for 
the contours were correct. 

The models used for the static loads were also used for frequency and 
mode shape calculations. For these calculations, the eigenvalue-
eigenvector extractions were done on the matrix for the residual structure. 
The residual structure incorporated the detailed information about the 
various structural components but was small enough so that the eigenvalue
eigenvector extraction could be done with a reasonable amount of computer 
time. This particular scheme--calculation of frequencies and mode shapes for 
the residual structure--yields the most accurate results for the lowest 
frequencies. For the heliostatsJ. the lowest frequencies were the ones of 
interest. 

The finite element studies proved to be particularly useful for evalua
ting the optical performance of the heliostat designs. The main advantage of 
using computer analyses to evaluate the optical performance of heliostats is 
that they offer the ability to check performance in a variety of field loca
tions. This is extremely. difficult and expensive to do experimentally. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Computer analysis stra·tegies have been developed for several types of 
solar tracking structures so that these structures can be analyzed and 
evaluated in an efficient manner. A key element to the process is, of 
course, a large scale computer code. To be particularly useful for modeling 
and analyzing solar tracking structures, the code must have a mesh generator, 
resequencer, and a large element library. It must also have a flexible 
coordinate definition scheme to account for the fact that tracking structures 
undergo a variety of rotations. Most importantly, the code must possess 
substructuring capabilities. In addition to the structural code, the analyst 
must also have access to optical post-processors. In the case of heliostats, 
these post-processors must be fairly sophisticated codes. 
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